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Traditionally, candy cane reflectors are 
used to denote or identify specific areas 
of risk.

Reflective signs are also used to identify 
specific areas such as refuge stations, 
powder magazines etc.



Candy canes are difficult to keep clean 
and once soiled the reflective 
capabilities are compromised.

This also applies to reflective signs.



 Innovation utilizes 
ventilation air to keep the 
reflector in motion. 

Objects in motion are 
less likely to 
accumulate dust or dirt.



Simple idea
Very cost effective (approx. $1)
 Identifies potential risk
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This guard will deflect any material that 
is blown from a stope hole during the 
cleaning process. 

 It is a very light, portable guard that is 
very effective in deflecting any debris 
away from personnel.
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A long standing problem in track 
mining is the rerailing of locis, motors 
and cars. 

Following two injuries related to 
rerailing, Dumas decided there had to 
be a better way.



The conventional method involves obtaining 
the blocking and planking which can be far 
away from the derailed unit. 

Hazards of this method include handling 
heavy and awkward timbers which have to 
be carried and placed under the unit. 

The primary hazards are strains and 
pinch points. 



Traditional 
Method:

1. Jack unit up, 
so wheels 
clear the 
track

2. Block unit at 
that height



Traditional Method 
(continued):

3. Jack unit over until 
wheels are aligned

4. Jack unit again to 
remove blocking

5. Remove blocking 
and lower unit





Stand up the bar and estimate length of 
chain to reach anchor point.



Connect chain to anchor point so that rerailer bar leans slightly in 
direction that you want to move unit over.



Obtain come-along from loci.



Connect come-along between rerailer bar and loci with load



Action come-along until unit moves onto track. Two set 
ups may be required if unit is excessively far from track.



Once unit is on track; remove and store come-along, then 
disconnect rerailer and store on loci.



Congratulations to all entries!
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